Target North Hayward Currently Hiring all positions
Including Supervisor positions

**Location:** 19661 Hesperian Blvd, Hayward CA 94541

**Starting rate:** Part Time $9.00-$10.00 Full Time $11.25-$16.00

**Store Mission and Vision**

**Store Mission**
Grow sales profitably by delivering an exceptional experience that amazes our guest.

**Vision**
One team, one strategy, one voice.

**Job Requirements**

**Minimum Requirements**
- Able to key information on computer and PDA keyboards
- Able to scan and handle all merchandise
- Has cheerful and helpful attitude toward guests and other team members – demonstrates Fast, Fun and Friendly
- Must be able to learn and adapt to current technology needs
- Able to think quickly on the spot to resolve guest questions
- Able to accurately handle cash register operations and cash transactions
- Able to work independently
- Able to climb and descend ladders carrying merchandise.
- Able to lift 40 pounds
- Able to place and arrange items on all shelves and racks on selling floor
- Able to move merchandise with appropriate equipment (e.g., tubs, carts and flats) to and from stockroom and sales floor

**Availability**
- Flexible work schedule (e.g., nights, weekends, holidays, long hours) and regular attendance necessary

Email janelly.martinez@target.com if interested and to schedule an interview